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Monthly Update
Positively affecting the unit price during the month of August was the 0.39% decrease in the value of the Australian dollar against the US dollar from
US$0.7346 to US$0.7317. The Fund does not hedge currency exposure.
The Unit Price reflects the Underlying Fund Net Asset Values as at 30 June 2021.

Performances (Net of Fees)*
As at 31 August 2021
Based upon underlying fund data as at 30 June 2021
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31 August 2021
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Investments USD

0.52%
0.00%
99.48%

Unit Price
Movement Breakdown
Underlying investments (incl.
0.00%
cash and distributions)
Foreign exchange
0.38%
Fees and expenses
-0.07%
Total Movement
0.31%

Growth of AU$100,000 Investment*

*Past performance is not an indicator of future performance.
Unit Price and performance do not include the value of Foreign Income Tax Offsets (FITOs) which may be distributed in addition to cash.

Update from Valterra Partners (Investor Letter dated 1 September, 2021)
We hope this letter finds you safe and healthy as the world continues to deal with the pandemic. Please find below the Aero Aggregates of North
America, LLC (“Aero”) Investor Letter for the 2021 YTD period ending June 30, 2021. The sustained and increasing demand for Foam Glass Aggregate
(FGA) continues in 2021 and the focus in 2021 remains on capacity both in terms of the optimization of current facilities in Eddystone, PA and bringing
online additional capacity through our two expansion facilities which are scheduled to open over the next 12 months. While the pandemic has not
diminished demand for our product which is a testament to the underlying strength and fundamentals of the business, it has created challenges from a
supply chain, travel, production and expansion perspective. However, based on the initiatives completed throughout this year Archie Filshill (CEO) and
the team are very excited about our ability to capture demand over the coming years and continue to position the business for sustained and exceptional
growth.
2021 YTD Performance
a) Volume and Revenue
The focus of 2021 has been ensuring we have the capacity to meet demand. This is a theme that will continue through the end of the year, ensuring that
Aero can meet the ever-increasing demand it is seeing for FGA. As at June 30, 2021, Aero has 143k cubic yards either shipped or under purchase order
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and an additional 48k cubic yards which is specified FGA. This represents a total of 194k cubic yards which is in excess of Aero’s budgeted 190k cubic
yards in 2021. Aero expects to actually invoice between 168k and 194k cubic yards in 2021 and this variance is only driven by the shipping date and
whether some of the projects move their shipping date into early 2022 (and are therefore invoiced and recognized in early 2022). As Aero is one
component of large-scale infrastructure projects, whether a shipping date falls on either side of December 31st is often not in Aero’s control. Please note
that this only represents the pipeline as at June 30, 2021 and projects that the team currently has visibility on and does not include additional jobs that
could enter the pipeline and ship in the second half of the year. Many projects (including the 35k cubic yard project in Portland) are now coming into the
pipeline with a 1–2- month sales lead time. At 194k cubic yards, Aero will finish the year with only 5k cubic yards of material in inventory which further
highlights the capacity constraints.
Aero has LTM Revenue of $12.275mm (as at June 30, 2021) and is on track to achieve between $12.6mm and $14.6mm in revenue for the year ending
December 31, 2021, dependent on the invoiced volume as per above. This is compared to the budget of $14.25mm for 2021. Again, the variance here
is driven only by the projected shipping date for various projects which are under PO or specified FGA, it is not driven by any sort of sales shortfall
whatsoever.
The Philadelphia Airport project has now shipped, which is an incredible achievement for Aero and FGA as a produce more generally. It is currently the
largest FGA project ever completed globally (until Aero beats that record again next year!). Considering the success of the project, we expect further
work for the Philadelphia Airport authority as they continue their expansion and upgrade work. This project has also garnered significant interest across
the engineering and construction industry and more generally due to the attractiveness of FGA as a sustainable product and its unique nature. The use
of FGA on the Philadelphia airport project diverted 80 million glass bottles from landfill and ultimately saved 6 months of construction time for the
Philadelphia airport authority.
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b) EBITDA
Since early 2021, Aero has been working to improve the utilization at the Eddystone, PA facility. For a majority of the year, utilization at Eddystone has
been well below the target 90% range. This issue has prompted significant operational and organizational changes across the business which are
outlined in detail below and will ensure that Aero can continue to manufacture its FGA material in the most efficient manner possible to ensure the
business can meet the market demand for FGA and achieve its gross margin targets. The largest variance to the EBITDA on a projected vs. budget
basis for 2021 is the utilization of the kilns which has a significant impact on the cost of production of the FGA. The key item that has hurt utilization in
2021 is the operation of the mill and related equipment (the equipment that grinds the glass down to powder so it can be added to the kiln). Upon the
completion of the diagnostics on the mill, it become apparent that damage was sustained in early 2021 through some debris (likely nails, screws etc.) in
a batch of very dirty glass running through the mill. This had numerous follow-on impacts to the milling engine and gearbox which resulted in a majority
of the shut-downs. The other issue is that due to COVID travel restrictions from Europe, it took us time to get the SGGC team on the ground in
Philadelphia to support us in the upgrades to the mill. All of this being said, the issues have now been fully diagnosed and significant work has been
completed to ensure that we don’t have any further issues. As you will see below a number of important operational and organizational changes have
now been implemented which will significantly enhance the future operation and efficiency of the business.
Therefore, Aero is on track to achieve between $3.3mm and $4.4mm in EBITDA for the year ending December 31, 2021, dependent on the invoiced
volume as per above. This is in comparison of budget of $6.3mm for 2021 with the shortfall all driven by the utilization of the kilns and related margin
impacts. SG&A remains in line with budget.
c) Operational Initiatives
1.

Team changes - In March 2021, Aero added Larry Bamford to the team as its Chief Operating Officer. Larry has been an exceptional hire and
addition to the Aero team. He brings a breadth of experience from his previous roles at US Concrete and LafargeHolcim which is directly
applicable to our production facility and process. He has been an excellent cultural fit and right-hand man to Archie to ensure that production
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2.
3.

4.

can meet demand. His experience and problem solving has enabled us to ensure that our production and utilization issues were resolved and
our operations were significantly enhanced in 2021. Previous COO, Herb Northrop will move to a new role of VP of Supply and work to ensure
we have reliable and clean glass feedstock across each of our facilities.
Upgrades to Mill - Larry has completed numerous upgrades to our milling equipment to ensure that it is not as susceptible to damage from
debris (inevitable in the any glass feedstock) and can be easily cleaned to ensure efficient operation. SGGC has been on site for the past
month working in partnership with Larry and his team to ensure all upgrades are completed in a timely and efficient manner.
Repair and Maintenance program - Larry has implemented a world-class preventive maintenance program at Aero as well as ensuring that
we have an adequate supply of spare parts for the equipment to minimize any downtown due to a lack of parts. In addition, Larry has sought
to significantly upgrade the quality of the production team at the Eddystone facility which is having a notifiable impact on the efficiency of the
operation.
Shift to clean glass - Over the past 12 months, it has become very apparent that dirty glass (that we typically get at less than $5 per ton on
average) is having an outsized negative impact on our milling operation and the overall utilization of the facility. When we ultimately quantified
the economic impact of taking dirty glass and having significant mill issues vs paying for clean glass, it became apparent that the value
maximizing path for the business is the pay for cleaner glass (typically at a cost of $15/ton) and have the operational running at 90%+
utilization. For the very minimal cost of paying an extra $10-20 per ton for glass (each kiln uses about 15,000 tons of glass annually) it
ensures maximum uptime for the kilns and our production of FGA continues un-interrupted and at our gross margin potential. Therefore, from
September 1, 2021 Aero will seek to only take clean glass from its suppliers. We are currently at in excess of 70% of clean at Eddystone and
this will continue to trend upwards to 100% within the next month. We are already seeing the impact that this clean glass has, preforming
significantly better in our systems. We will also only accept clean glass at our new facilities as well. With this shift to clean glass and all of the
work completed by Larry and his team, we expect to hit our utilization targets in the coming months and for that to be the norm moving
forward.

d) New Sales Hires
Two new sales executives were recently added to the team to service the US Southeast, John Ratiu and Doug Brown. Both of these hires with
significant geotechnical experience have really hit the ground running and are already bringing new jobs into the business in the important southeast
market. Doug won his first job in July, a 4,000 cubic yard job for an Orlando Hospital and is working on both a 40,000 cubic yard project in Houston, TX
and a 20,000 cubic yard project in Cocoa Beach, FL. Doug is also making significant inroads with Home Depot as a potential commercial outlet for FGA
by Aero.
In addition, Aero is looking to hire 2-3 new sales executives to cover the US West Coast. These new additions will provide us with excellent coverage
across both the East and West Coasts. Our sales executives currently bring in 50,000+ cubic yards of work each year and it typically takes 4- 6 months
for them to get their first project post joining the business. This also allows Archie to leverage his time more effectively across numerous projects and
clients and focus on the larger projects like Philadelphia airport and a number of the large resiliency jobs. The business is continuing to attract some top
tier talent which is testament to the quality of the team, product and their view of the addressable market for FGA.
New Facilities
As previously mentioned, to satisfy the demand that Aero is seeing across the US for FGA, Aero will open two new facilities over the next twelve
months, adding 380,000 cubic yards of capacity to the business. This will take total production to 560,000 cubic yards across 2 facilities and 7 kilns. This
is two years ahead of Valterra’s business plan for the business.
1.

2.

3.

Dunnellon, Florida (Central Florida) – Two kilns, 160,000 cubic yards of annual capacity. Aero’s second facility in Dunnellon, Florida is on
track to be operational by November/December 2021. Both kilns are now installed, however permitting delays for the exterior construction
(milling equipment) have been experienced due to the pandemic and FAA requirements given the location adjacent to an airport. In line with
our business objective of only taking clean glass, Aero is currently negotiating with a number of parties to ensure this is achieved.
Modesto, California (Northern California) – Two kilns, 160,000 cubic yards of annual capacity. Aero has entered into a strategic partnership
with one of the largest wine producers in the world to colocate next to their glass production and bottling facility to produce FGA. Aero has
finalized negotiations and will enter a long-term lease (land and building) and agreement to take clean glass fines at very attractive pricing
($10 per ton) for a period of 5 years with enough glass to cover the production from two kilns and the ability to take more as required. This is a
fantastic partnership for Aero and we expect to announce in publicly in the coming weeks. This is another enormous validation for Aero and its
product and tremendous partnership or its first US West Coast facility. This facility is expected to be operational by July 2022. Two kilns and
the milling equipment have been ordered for this facility.
Additional Facility – 2H 2022 - Planning ahead for 2022, Aero is currently exploring the option of either a) an additional two kilns in Modesto,
California; b) a new facility in Seattle, Washington; or c) additional single kiln facilities across the Midwest to cater to the lightweight cinder
block/lightweight concreate market (as outlined below). These are plans that are actively being debated at a Board level and we expect to
update investors on a definitive plan in the next investor letter.

2022 Outlook
Our focus this year has been to ensure all available FGA material is sold and that Aero enters 2022 from a significant position of strength to fully
capitalize on the market opportunity in front of it and to achieve its profitability potential. These developments from 2021 will enable this:
1.

2.

Capacity - Aero will enter 2020 with annual capacity across its two facilities (Eddystone and Dunnellon) of 400,000 cubic yards of FGA. The
work completed at Eddystone this year will ensure that that both plants are fully optimized. In July of 2022, Aero’s annual capacity will
increase to 560,000 cubic yards with the opening of Aero’s third facility in Modesto. Aero will have 7 kilns operational by July 2022 – within 3
years we are ahead of Valterra’s 5-year business plan. As mentioned above, the Aero Board is currently discussion the deployment and
timing of kilns 8 and 9 which will also likely occur in the back half of 2022.
Operational Improvements - Shift to clean glass, mill upgrades, best-in-class preventative maintenance program and improved processes
and operations at the Eddystone plant (which will carry onto our future plants in Dunnellon, Modesto and beyond) will ensure our kilns are
operating at their optimal 90%+ utilization rates and gross margins (as per the manufacturer, including scheduled downtime for maintenance).
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3.
4.

Organizational Expansion - The addition of Larry Bamford as COO, shift of focus for previous COO Herb Northrop to VP of Glass Supply, a
significant upgrade of the manufacturing team and the addition of two sales executives in the Southeast and a planned 2-3 sales executives
on the West Coast will help us facilitate the projected growth.
Branding, Marketing and Lobbying efforts to drive continued awareness - Aero is now taking advantage of a number of very high-profile
FGA projects (Philadelphia airport, Logan Airport, large jobs in California and Oregon) to further broaden awareness of Aero and FGA more
generally. Aero is currently refining its branding and marketing materials and increasing its digital/social presence. Aero is also working very
closely with consulting firm, LSN Partners to increase visibility for Aero with State leaders and the various State DOT’s (including CalTrans
currently) and also in Washington, DC. Keeping Aero in the conversation and front of mind, particularly during discussions on future
infrastructure expenditure and green/sustainable spending is absolutely critical.

These changes will allow us to capture the enormous and sustained demand we see for FGA through 2022 and 2023.
To date, Aero’s focus has been on the infrastructure market which has and will continue to drive significant growth for the business into the future. As
you would have noted above, the sales pipeline for 2022 and 2023 and beyond is already very robust and Aero is seeing significant demand from a
number of high-profile shoreline resiliency projects (75k+ cubic years each) starting to take shape as well as a number of airport projects (Logan
expansion, Philadelphia continued expansion) and road infrastructure projects (Betsy Ross upgrades, FredEx upgrades). This sales pipeline also
doesn’t include projects that will come from our five new sales executives that will be added to the business in 2021 (sales executives currently bring in
at least 50,000+ cubic yards of work each year). We are also now regularly seeing 15-25k cubic yard jobs hit our pipeline with a 1–2-month sales lead
time which is a big change that we have seen in the business in the last 2 years. Suffice to say we feel very confident about the demand for FGA in the
infrastructure market.
For some time now, Valterra and the Aero team have been discussing new verticals outside infrastructure that the business should pursue. There were
a wide array of options and paths that the business could take and we have spent 2021 further refining these to the ones that will have the maximum
impact on the profitability and value of the business, those with the largest market opportunity and where Aero could really be a value-added and
differentiated product. We will be providing a more detailed update in our next letter, however we wanted to give you a glimpse into the three key areas
in which we expect to focus the business in addition to infrastructure. These three areas include: a) Lightweight cinderblocks and concrete; b)
Agricultural applications; and c) E- glass, Plate Glass and Container Glass recycling to create powder as a pozzolan for cement and concrete
(eliminates ASR or “Concrete Cancer”).
Over 2021, Aero has been working with a cinderblock manufacturer in Baltimore to develop a lightweight cinderblock that utilizes FGA rather than
expanded shale. These tests have proven very successful and Aero is now close to finalizing the specifications and an agreement with this cinderblock
manufacturer to utilize FGA in their production process. This is a game-changer for Aero as each plant will required 50,000 cubic yards of FGA annually
for their production of lightweight cinderblocks. This is a very large market opportunity as there are block manufacturers in most major cities across the
US and Aero could co-locate FGA plants with these block manufacturers to produce these lightweight blocks. Just as a point of reference, the concrete
block market in the US is 4 times the size of the infrastructure market and could support over 50 kilns of FGA production. This also wouldn’t limit the
business anymore to areas with poor soil quality (typically the coastal regions) but enable expansion across the US (likely Texas is high on the target
list) and create an excellent, fully contracted recurring revenue stream (we would negotiate a long term-offtake agreement with each plant). This is a
high-growth, high-quality revenue vertical that Aero is in the late stages of negotiating which could be very exciting for this business. Aero is also in
discussions with block manufacturers in Pennsylvania, Florida, Arkansas and Texas. More to come on this in the next investor letter.
Over the last 18 months, Aero has also been in discussions to launch a production facility in North Carolina for the recycling of E-Glass (typically
fiberglass), Plate Glass and Container Glass. This powder made from this recycled material is typically utilized as a pozzolan for cement and concrete
production to reduce ASR, white cement replacement and as an additive for paint and coatings. This plant would have a high free cashflow and be very
additive to the overall EBITDA of the business. Again, more to follow on this as we fully develop the business plan for the opportunity.
The final area of focus is agricultural applications for open-cell FGA (FGA that retains moisture). FGA would be mixed with soil to maximize moisture
retention. This has become particularly relevant in areas like California where the economy is highly dependent on agriculture, but drought has become
a large issue. This has become particularly relevant considering our partnership with one of the largest wine producers in the world at our Modesto
facility. This could be a very large application for open-cell FGA.
These are all very exciting new verticals for the business to support our core infrastructure focus. Valterra and Aero are taking a very methodical and
discipled approach to new market verticals and we expect to report on these further in the next investor letter.
From a competitive perspective, Aero are still in a very dominant market position with no credible, capitalized competitors of note threatening our
position but we expect market entrants in the next 18 to 24 months. This demonstrates how critical it is for us to solidify our market dominance and
position across the US over the next 18-24 months.
Valuation
a)
b)

Update as at June 30, 2021 - As previously noted in our Valuation Statement dated June 30, 2021, based on the performance of Aero, the
investment by VAH as at June 30, 2021 will be valued upwards to a Net Asset Value of $31.8mm which represents a 1.25x multiple on
invested capital ($25.44mm).
Expected update as at December 31, 2021 - As previously indicated, Valterra expects to increase the value of VAH’s investment in Aero as at
December 31, 2021 to a Net Asset Value of $38.16mm which represents a 1.5x multiple on invested capital ($25.44mm) upon the successful
opening of Aero’s second facility in Dunnellon, FL.
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Summary
At Valterra we continue to be pleased with the performance of Aero and are looking forward to the next period of growth. Due to the significant work that
has been completed in 2021, the business is well positioned to capitalize on the demand for FGA that continues to build each day and for increased
profitability. As always, thank you all for your continued support and we look forward to keeping you updated on Aero’s progress.
Yours sincerely,

Scott Macintosh

Drew Reid

Kevin Reed

Fund Details
Fund Size (AUDm):

$12.33m

Fund Manager:

Spire Capital Pty Limited

Called Capital:

90%

Investment Manager:

Valterra Partners LLC

Unit Price:

$1.0027

Trustee:

Spire Capital Pty Limited

APIR Code:

SPI8236AU

Base Management Fee:

0.50% p.a. x NAV

Commencement:

15 November 2019

Underlying Fees:

2% of committed equity

Liquidity:

Nil - closed-ended Fund

Underlying Performance
Fee:

20% of realised profits after an 8%
preferred return is paid to Limited Partners.

Distribution Frequency:

Annually as at 30 June

Application Status:

CLOSED

Fund Overview
Aero is a manufacturer of lightweight foamed glass aggregate (“FGA”), a product that contains the same compressive strength as traditional gravel but
is ~10% of the weight. With a 25-year track record in Europe, Aero introduced FGA into the USA market in 2016 and has quickly gained traction in
infrastructure construction end-markets (primarily roadbuilding) through its proven ability to dramatically reduce costs and provide other project benefits
due to its lightweight properties.
Aero produces FGA in the USA utilizing the leading European kiln technology under an exclusive USA license, and has quickly gained the approval for
use by numerous state departments of transportation (“DOTs”), and by the Federal Highway Administration. As such, Aero boasts an enviable track
record with the product being utilized across a range of use cases, and in major infrastructure projects such as the I-95, Maine Turnpike, Philadelphia
International Airport.
Aero generates costs savings for contractors and governments that have been shown to run into the millions of dollars, with consistent quality of
performance. This is due to the lightweight quality of FGA allowing changes in project engineering, lower transportation costs and reduced project
timelines that save significant cost to the end client.
FGA is made using the c.80% of “recycled” glass that is deemed uneconomic and destined for landfill. The glass is combined with a foaming agent and
placed through a specialized kiln where the chemical reaction produces aggregate-sized particles. FGA thus provides an alternate use for a waste
stream currently costing municipalities and waste contractors millions of dollars. In providing an alternate use for a waste stream, Aero secures its key
feedstock at minimal cost, allowing for very strong gross margins.
Aero has experienced a significant increase in demand for its product as more DOTs and contractors become aware of, and experience, the quality and
cost saving potential of Aero FGA. Further, customers and key stakeholders continue to buy-in to FGA’s key environmental benefits. This is reflected in
a significant increase in the number of purchase orders and in the project pipeline. As such, Aero is using the injection of equity from the Fund to expand
kiln capacity to ensure that it can continue to grow with the accelerating demand.
Valterra specialises in equity investments that serve as a catalyst to tangible growth strategies in partnership with high quality management teams. With
the Valterra team’s infrastructure background, the opportunity provided by Aero was immediately apparent, and the investment has allowed the
company to continue to expand kiln capacity and make key hires to support growth.
The Fund has made a commitment of US$7,204,000 into the Underlying Investment Entity. The value of the Underlying Investment Entity will be valued
at cost for 18 months from the date of investment 6 December 2019. This is as per the Valterra Valuation Policy which is available on request.
During August 2021, Valterra released a valuation of the Underlying Investment Entity as at 30 June 2021 of US$9,005,000 resulting in a 25% uplift.
The updated valuation is reflected in the 31 July 2021 unit price.
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CONTACT OUR TEAM
Operations – operations@spirecapital.com.au or call us on +61 02 9047 8800
Leakena Taing
Head of Operations

Suzette Tenedora
Senior Operations Officer

Email leakena.taing@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8803
Mobile (+61) 424 430 044

Email suzette.tenedora@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8804
Mobile (+61) 450 119 320

Investor relations - investorrelations@spirecapital.com.au
Dale Holmes
Director

Stuart Haigh
Director

Email dale.holmes@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8802
Mobile (+61) 401 146 106

Email stuart.haigh@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8807
Mobile (+61) 413 750 521

Chris Niall
Senior Manager – Investor Relations

Sebastian Madden
Investor Relations Associate

Email chris.niall@spirecapital.com.au
Mobile (+61) 419 011 628

Email sebastian.madden@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8808
Mobile (+61) 421 107 907

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Spire Capital Pty Limited (“Spire”) ABN 21 141 096 120 and (wholesale) Australian Financial Services License Number 344365 is the Trustee and Fund Manager of the Fund. This Fact Sheet has been
prepared by Spire for general information purposes only. It does not contain investment recommendations nor provide investment advice. Neither Spire nor their related entities, directors of officers
guarantees the performance of, or the repayment of capital or income invested in the Fund or the accuracy of information in this document and accepts no liability to any person who relies on it. Past
performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. Professional investment advice can help you determine your tolerance to risk as well as your need to attain a particular return on your
investment. In preparing this information, we did not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person. You should not act in reliance of the
information of this Fact Sheet. We strongly encourage you to obtain detailed professional advice and read the relevant product disclosure statement in full before making an investment decision.
Applications for an investment can only be made on an application form accompanying a current Information Memorandum (“IM”) and Term Sheet.
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